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Since the development of Boson sampling, there has been a quest to construct more efficient and
experimentally feasible protocols to test the computational complexity of sampling from photonic
states. In this paper we interpret and extend the results presented in [Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 170501
(2017)]. We derive an expression that relates the probability to measure a specific photon output
pattern from a Gaussian state to the hafnian matrix function and us it to design a Gaussian Boson
sampling protocol. Then, we discuss the advantages that this protocol has relative to other photonic
protocols and the experimental requirements for Gaussian Boson Sampling. Finally, we relate it to
the previously most general protocol, Scattershot Boson Sampling [Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 100502
(2014)].

I.

INTRODUCTION

Boson Sampling, introduced by Aaronson and
Arkhipov (AABS), [1, 2] is a non-universal model of
quantum computation that may, for the first time, show
the advantage of quantum-computational schemes over
classical algorithms. From a computational point of
view it is especially interesting, as it may provide evidence against the extended Church-Turing Thesis and
experimentally it is attractive as it requires a straightforward implementation; N single photon Fock states are
launched in an N 2 -dimensional linear interferometer and
the output pattern of photons is measured. This experimental feasibility has inspired many groups to implement proof-of-principle experiments to demonstrate the
viability of this protocol [3–6]. However, due to a lack
of deterministic single-photon sources, these implementations had to use probabilistic, post-selected photon pair
sources (Post-selected Fock Boson Sampling PFBS). The
use of probabilistic sources means that the probability
to generate high photon numbers in these schemes scales
exponentially badly. Since a Boson Sampling experiment
that may provide evidence against the extended ChurchTuring thesis requires between N = 50 − 100 photons
[1, 7, 8], a probabilistic approach to photon generation is
not likely to reach this benchmark.
To improve the performance of the Boson sampling
machines, groups have on one hand concentrated on the
development of on-demand single photon sources to overcome the probabilistic nature of photon generation [9–
11]. On the other hand, alternative and more feasible
protocols were proposed [12, 13]. Scattershot Boson Sampling (SBS), proposed by Lund et al [12] is a way to avoid
the exponential scaling of probabilistic sources. This protocol makes use of N 2 two-mode squeezed states to generate N photon pairs, where one photon of each pair
acts as a herald for the other photon, which enters the
input of the interferometer. These latter photons are
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the ones that are ‘sampled’ in the AABS protocol. This
increase in the number of resources improves the generation probability to a polynomial scaling for large photon numbers. An alternative method of utilising more
sources was shown in [13], yielding further improvements
in the generation probability of photons.
Although SBS and PFBS use weakly-squeezed Gaussian states (mean number of photons hni  1) as the
photon generation resource, these approaches reduce the
protocol to sampling from single photon Fock states and
do not exploit the full Gaussian nature of their initial
states. This posed the question, from both theoretical
and experimental perspectives, if a hybrid approach considering on the full gaussian nature of the input states
and photon counting measurement schemes can improve
existing sampling protocols. Such an approach benefits
from the methods and concepts developed in the framework of both continuous and discrete variables quantum
information, as Gaussian states are the basis of continuous variable quantum information and have been demonstrated to be a powerful resource for highly scalable systems, for example in the context of cluster state generation [14]. The special case of sampling from thermal
states was answered in [15] and shown to be in BP P N P ,
whereas measuring photons from coherent states is wellknown and is in the simplest complexity class, P.
In a recent paper [16] we introduced Gaussian Boson
Sampling (GBS) that answers questions about the complexity of sampling from a general squeezed state. There
we derived a new expression that connects the probability to measure a specific output pattern of photons from
a general Gaussian state to the hafnian matrix function.
This was then used to develop a new regime of Boson
sampling from squeezed states, which has specific advantages when compared to previous regimes i.e. SBS. In
this paper, we extend our formula to account for displaced squeezed states (the addition of coherent light)
and higher-order photon number contributions in a single output mode. Next, we go into detail on the construction of our GBS protocol with single mode squeezed
states, discuss why the computation of the hafnian is in
the #P complexity class and provide arguments, similar
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II.

REVIEW: AABS

In this section we briefly review the original proposal
by Aaronson and Arkhipov AABS [1, 2]. Specifically, we
are interested in an outline of their hardness proof, as
we base our arguments for approximate GBS (Sec. V)
on this. For the AABS scheme, shown in Fig. 1(a), N
pure, single photons are inserted into the first N modes of
an M = O(N 2 )-dimensional Haar random interferometer T. At the output, we measure the number of photons
in each mode, thereby sampling the output probability
distribution of the device. It is assumedthat all the photons leave in different modes, giving M
N different output
patterns. The probability to measure a specific pattern
n̄ is given by the permanent of the sampled submatrix of
T, which we call TS
2

Pr(n̄) = |Perm(TS )| =

N
X Y

2

TSi,σ(i)

.

(1)

σ∈PN i=1

Here, PN are all permutations of size N . The process
for constructing the submatrix TS is illustrated for three
photons in Fig. 1(b). We select the columns of T corresponding to the position of the input photons and the
rows of T corresponding to the output positions [17]. It
is the intersection of these rows and columns that selects
the entries of the matrix TS .
The main idea behind AABS is that the permanent
is, in computational complexity theory, a #P-complete
problem, which means that it cannot be efficiently computed on a classical machine. Therefore, the calculation
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to AA [1], that approximate GBS is still in #P. From this
discussion, we derive several requirements on the experimental parameters and finally relate our GBS protocol
to the most efficiently known Boson sampling protocol
SBS. We then show that SBS is a special subclass of GBS
protocols and demonstrate that GBS provides significant
experimental advantages over current experimental realisations.
Our paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we review the main points of the AABS protocol. In Sec. III,
we derive the closed-formula expression that connects the
probability to measure a specific photon output pattern
from a general Gaussian state with the hafnian of a submatrix that is related to the covariance matrix of that
state. Next, in Sec. IV, we comment on the complexity of the hafnian and go into detail on the construction
of our GBS protocol with single-mode squeezed states.
Sec. V summarises our arguments for the hardness of
approximate GBS and we derive several requirements for
an experiment in Sec. VI. Additionally, in Sec. VII, we
show that the most general protocol up to date SBS, is
a specialised subclass of GBS problems and compare the
experimental feasibility of our GBS protocol with existing experimental approaches in Sec. VIII. Finally, we
give some conclusions in Sec. IX.

FIG. 1. (a) AABS scheme: N photons are injected in the
first N input modes of an interferometer T and the output
patterns n̄ are sampled. The corresponding probability for a
particular pattern n̄ depends on the permanent of the sampled
submatrix TS . (b) A typical construction of the sampled
submatrix TS for three photons where the first 3 columns
are preset by the input modes and the rows are selected by
the output pattern n̄. The matrix elements given by their
intersections define the submatrix TS .

of all output pattern probabilities should also fall into the
#P complexity class and thus the output of the device
cannot be efficiently sampled by a classical machine. To
prove this claim, AA prove two main theorems, one for
the exact sampling from such a distribution (i.e. from the
exact probability distribution DA ) and one for approxi0
).
mate sampling (from an approximation of DA , i.e. DA
The proof for the first theorem mostly relies on the proof
that the approximation of Perm(X)2 of a chosen matrix X up to a multiplicative constant is a #P-complete
problem. In Sec. V, we recall the main arguments of
their complexity proof for the second theorem, i.e. the
approximate sampling, and introduce arguments for approximate GBS, one which is based upon the AA proof
and another that is unique to GBS.

III.

PHOTO-COUNTS FROM A GAUSSIAN
STATE

In this section we consider the probability to measure
photo-counts from a general Gaussian state, and derive
the closed-formula expression for the probability to measure a specific photon output pattern n̄. We showed in
[16] that this probability is related to the hafnian [18, 19]
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of a submatrix AS , which combines the properties of the
Gaussian input state and the interferometer. This result is the equivalent to the result for Fock states (e.g.
[17]), which provides the foundation for Boson sampling
schemes with single photons.
We are interested in calculating the overlap of our
ˆ =
Gaussian state ρ̂ with the number state operator n̄
⊗M
n̂
,
where
n̂
=
|n
i
hn
|
measures
n
photons
in
j
j
j
j
j
j=1
output mode j. Typically this is,
 
ˆ
(2)
Pr(n) = Tr ρ̂ n̄
In our analysis we will use the phase space representation
of quantum mechanics [20–22], similar to the approach
used in [15, 23]. Our formula of interest is now written
as the overlap integral of the Q- and P-functions of the
state and measurement operator respectively,
Z
Pr(n) = π M dαQρ̂ (α)Pn̄ (α)
(3)
QM
where dα = j=1 dαj dαj∗ , Qρ̂ (α) is the Q-function representation of the Gaussian state [24] and Pn̄ (α) is the
P-representation [25, 26] of the number state operator.
An M -mode Gaussian state can be fully characterised
by its 2M × 2M covariance matrix σ and a displacement
vector d [20, 27]
σij =

1
h{ζ̂i , ζ̂j† }i − di d∗j ,
2

di = hζ̂i i,

(4)

where ζ̂i runs over all creation and annihilation operators
âj , â†j and we assume di = 0 for this derivation (we discuss the case di 6= 0 in section III B). Note, that σ here
corresponds to the measured modes of the system (i.e. at
the output of an interferometer). If we do not measure a
mode, then the corresponding rows and columns of that
mode are removed from the covariance matrix and the
state that remains is also a Gaussian state. From the
covariance matrix σ, we can construct the Q-function of
the state by convolving the corresponding Wigner function with another Gaussian function [21]


1
1
−1
exp − αν† σQ
αν ,
(5)
Qρ̂ (α) = p
2
|πσQ |
where σQ = σ + I2M /2 with I2M is the 2M × 2M iden∗ t
tity matrix and αν = [α1 , α2 ...αM , α1∗ , α2∗ ...αM
] . The Pfunction of the n-photon number state |nihn| is [28]
n
2 
e|α|
∂2
Pn (α) =
δ(α)δ(α∗ )
(6)
n!
∂α∂α∗
where δ(α) is the two-dimensional Dirac-delta function
δ(α) = δ(Re(α))δ(Im(α)). When we insert these into Eq.
(3) and perform integration by parts we arrive at
!nj


M
Y
1
1 t
∂2
exp αν Aαν
Pr(n) = p
,
2
n! |σQ | j=1 ∂αj ∂αj∗
α=0

(7)

where we have defined

h
i
0 IM
−1
A=
I2M − σQ
.
IM 0

(8)

We have switched from αν† in (5) to ανt in (7) (ανt =
αν† P , with P as a permutation matrix). We introduce P
only to reorder the vector α† and thus simplify the final
expression.
In order to evaluate the expression in Eq. (7), we
expand the derivatives using Faà di Bruno’s formula, a
higher order chain rule [29]. For now, to stay in the typical Boson sampling framework, we restrict ourselves to
measure either nj = {0, 1} photons at each output mode
(we will discuss higher photon numbers in a single output
mode in section III A). For N measured photons in total
we have 2N derivatives (∂αj , ∂αj∗ per photon) in Eq. (7),
each having an index j (for αj ) and j + M (for αj∗ ). The
expansion of the derivatives yields [30]


|πj |
|π|
2N 12 αtν Aαν
|B
|
t
X
Y
k
1 t
∂ e
∂
αν Aαν 

= e 2 αν Aαν
,

QN
Q|Bk |
(∗) 
∗
∂α
i ∂αi ∂αi
j=1
k=1
l
l=1
πj ∈{2N }

Bk ∈πj

l∈Bk

(9)
where the first sum runs over all partitions πj (where |π|
(∗)
represents the number of partitions) of the set {αi =
αi , αi∗ } (size 2N ), the first product over Bk is over all
k blocks of the partition πj (the number of blocks of
πj is |πj |). The partial derivative is formed from the
size of the block |Bk | (the number of indices contained
within Bk ) which gives the order of the derivative and is
differentiated with respect to the elements of that block,
the αl or αl∗ .
Thus, the expansion of the derivatives can be related
to the different partitions of the set of photon indices.
To illustrate this point, we consider the case when a
single photon is detected in both mode 1 and 2, and
thus we have to find all partitions of the set of indices
{α1 , α1∗ , α2 , α2∗ }. One such partition, {α1 }, {α1∗ , α2 , α2∗ },
corresponds to the term in the derivative expansion
∂ανt Aαν ∂ 3 ανt Aαν
.
∂α1 ∂α1∗ ∂α2 ∂α2∗

(10)

When calculating the derivatives of ανt Aαν in Eq. (7),
we find that, as it is a quadratic function of αν , all derivatives of third order or higher vanish. In addition, since
we evaluate the derivatives at αν = 0, all derivatives of
first order also vanish. We are therefore only left with
the partitions where the 2N elements are sorted into N
sets, each of size 2. This means that, in the above formalism, for 2N variables, |πj | = N ∀j, |Bk | = 2 ∀ k and
the number of partitions is (2N − 1)!!, where (.)!! denotes
the double factorial1 , the product over all odd numbers
less than or equal to 2N − 1.

1

In the case, where the argument of the double factorial is even,
(2N )!! the product runs over all even numbers less than or equal
to 2N .
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( )
out

1) µj (2k − 1) < µj (2k)
2) µj (2k − 1) < µj (2k + 1) .
for k = 1, ..., N . The set of permutations that satisfy
these conditions are known as the perfect matching permutations (PMP) [31] and there are (2N − 1)!! such permutations (or partitions) 2 .
With this definition, we are now able to write down
the final result for Eq. (7)
Pr(n) =

(2N −1)!!
N
Y
X
1
p
Aµj (2k−1),µj (2k) , (11)
n! |σQ | µ ∈{P M P } k=1
j

The indices of the measured photons’ position, stored in
µ, define AS , a submatrix of A. The sum in (11), over
all PMP of AS , is exactly the hafnian of that matrix,
as defined by Caianiello [18, 19]. As such, we are able
to write down a closed-form expression that connects the
probability to measure a specific output pattern n̄ from
any Gaussian state with the hafnian matrix function [16]
Pr(n) =

1
p
Haf(AS ) .
n! |σQ |

(12)

This formula comprises the basis for a truly Gaussian
Boson Sampling protocol due to the nature of the hafnian
function. We will discuss the hafnian in the next section.
As A is a symmetric matrix of dimension 2M × 2M ,
due to the structure of the initial covariance matrix, it
can be divided into four blocks of dimension M × M , as
indicated in figure 2. The structure of A is a combination
of the squeezed and thermal contributions present in the
state. However, if we only have squeezed light present in
our state, then C = 0 and B 6= 0 and if we only have
thermal light then the opposite is true, B = 0, C 6= 0.
For the latter case, our formalism reproduces the results
for thermal states derived in [15] by using a matrix identity for the hafnian [32] [cf. Eq. (24)]. The construction
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E.g. For N = 2 photons detected in modes 3 and 4 of a M = 4
modes unitary we have to consider the set of indices: {3, 4, 7, 8}.
The number of PMP is (2N − 1)!! = 3. The partitions (and permutations) are then
π1 = {34}{78}, π2 = {37}{48}, π3 = {47}{38}
µ1 = 3, 4, 7, 8 µ2 = 3, 7, 4, 8 µ3 = 4, 7, 3, 8

out

These partitions (of 2N numbers into N blocks of size
2) can be interpreted as permutations of the 2N photon indices, which can be written in a vector µj . For
each partition, the blocks are ordered with respect to
their smallest element (lowest to highest) and the numbers within a block are also ordered in increasing size. In
terms of the permutation vector µ, these conditions can
be written as

FIG. 2. Construction of the submatrix AS from the state
matrix A for two photons measured in last two output modes
3 and 4 of an M=4 mode interferometer. Contrary to the Fock
Boson Sampling schemes, the selection of the matrix entries
in AS is independent of the input state and only depends
upon the output photon pattern, n̄. For details see text.

of the submatrix AS depends, in contrast to standard
Boson sampling schemes, only on the measured output
pattern (compare figures 1(a) and 2). Any detected N photon event then selects a 2N × 2N submatrix, where
a detected photon in mode j selects the columns j and
j + M of A, and the rows with the same indices. This is
illustrated for a two photon example 3 by the blue bars
in figure 2.
A.

Multiple photons in the same mode

In the above derivation we restricted ourselves to the
case where we only detect nj = {0, 1} photons per output
mode, however the formalism of Eq. (12) is not limited to
this case. To consider the case of having more than one
photon per output mode we have to adapt the submatrix
that we sample from. Consider the simplest example, a
single-mode system. The system matrix A is given by


A11 A12
A=
.
(13)
A21 A22
If we now consider a two-photon detection event in this
mode then Eq. (7) is given by
Pr(n1 = 2) = p

1 ∂ 2 ∂ 2 1 αtν Aαν
1
2
2 e
|σQ | 2! ∂α12 ∂α1∗

. (14)
α=0

Terms like this are not covered directly by the calculation
of the hafnian. We can circumvent this problem by artificially “moving” this photon to another “psuedo-mode”,
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In this case photons detected in modes 3 and 4, from M = 4
overall modes, select the 4 × 4 submatrix


A33 A34 A37 A38
A43 A44 A47 A48 

A4×4
=
S
A73 A74 A77 A78  .
A83 A84 A87 A88

5
and form a new matrix A0 by repeating the corresponding rows and columns of A, i.e. we write
Pr(n1 = 1, n2 = 1) =
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ 1 αtν A0 αν
1
2
p
∗
∗e
∂α
2! |σQ |
1 ∂α1 ∂α2 ∂α2
0

where we have defined A as
as

A11 A12
A21 A22
0
A =
A11 A12
A21 A22

,

(15)

α=0

a new matrix constructed
A11
A21
A11
A21


A12
A22 
.
A12 
A22

(16)

Non-zero displacement

Finally, we analyse the situation where we consider
a non-zero displacement in our state, i.e. we allow for
hζ̂j i = dj 6= 0 in Eq. (4). In this case, the Q-function
for a displaced, multimode Gaussian state (squeezed and
thermal contributions) is given by
Q(α, α∗ ) =
p



1
1
−1
exp − (αν − dν )† σQ
(αν − dν ) .
2
|σQ |

∂F αν ∂F αν ∂F αν ∂F αν
= F1 F1+M F2 F2+M
∂α1 ∂α1∗ ∂α2 ∂α2∗

(17)

(and we have ignored contributions that evaluate to zero
at αν = 0). Re-examining Eq. (9), we now have a total
number of partitions

1
−1
− (αν − dν )† σQ
(αν − dν )
2
1
1
−1
−1
dν − αν† σQ
αν + F αν ,
= − d†ν σQ
2
2
(18)
−1
where we defined F = d†ν σQ
. Inserting this into Eq. (3)
(or (7)), we arrive at
h
i
−1
exp − 12 d†ν σQ
dν
p
Pr(n̄) =
n̄! |σQ |
!nj 

M
Y
∂2
1 t
×
exp αν Aαν + F αν
.
∂αj ∂αj∗
2
j=1
α=0

(19)
As F αν is a linear function of αν we have extra, non-zero
terms in the expansion of the derivatives (9), when compared to the squeezing only case (10). That means that
we now have first order terms appearing in the expansion
of the derivatives in Eq. (9). For example, it is now possible that partitions of the form {α1 }, {α1∗ }, {α2 }, {α2∗ } or


N 
X
2N
(2(N − k) − 1)!!
2k

(20)

k=0

instead of (2N − 1)!!. The individual partitions are
formed by first taking 2k of the 2N variables, to give
2k single-index partitions and N − k double-index partitions. This subset gives us a product of the first order
terms Fj , corresponding to those indices within the subset. The remaining 2N − 2k indices give us a submatrix
of A, and we calculate the hafnian of this submatrix. We
can write each partition of the 2N numbers as
πj =

2k
[

Bl1

l=1

2N[
−2k

Bl20

(21)

l0 =1

where B 1 are the single-index blocks of πj and B 2 are the
blocks of size 2 (as we had before). This leads to a modified expression for the probability of a photon pattern,
akin to Eq. (12),
1

Expanding the exponent yields

and

∂F αν ∂F αν ∂ 2 αν† Aαν
= F1 F1+M A2,2+M
∂α1 ∂α1∗ ∂α2 ∂α2∗

|π| =

This can be repeated for each extra photon in that mode,
such that there is always one mode per photon and A0 is
2N × 2N matrix. Note, that A0 is not a proper quantum
covariance matrix. We only define it as a way to use
the hafnian expression for higher order photon detection
events.

B.

{α1 }, {α1∗ }, {α2 , α2∗ } will contribute to the overall probability. These partitions, respectively, lead to terms in the
expansion of the derivatives

†

−1

e− 2 dν σQ dν
p
Pr(n̄) =
n̄! |σQ |

|π|
X

×

j=1
πj ∈{2N }

=

+

e

|Bj1 |





 Y




Fk 

 Haf(ABj2 )
k=1
Bj1 ∈πj

−1
− 12 d†ν σQ
dν

p
n̄! |σQ |
X
j1 ,j2 ,j1 6=j2

(22)

"
Haf(AS )

Fj1 Fj2 Haf(AS−{j1 ,j2 } ) + ... +

2N
Y

#
Fj

j

where the first sum is over all partitions of the set of
2N indices, the product is over all indices in the blocks
Bj1 and the remaining indices in blocks Bj2 form ABj2 , a
submatrix of A, which we then take the hafnian of.
We can give an interpretation to the terms in Eq. (22).
The first term in the sum can be identified as the contribution where all the photons come from the covariance matrix (squeezed and thermal light) and none from
displacement operator. The last term only contains the
contributions from the displacement operators, i.e. when
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FIG. 3. Schematic of the GBS protocol. We send K single
mode squeezed states into a Haar random interferometer TGBS
of size M and sample the output photon distribution n̄GBS at
the end.

all the photons come from the coherent state. The intermediate terms mix photons from both the squeezed,
thermal and coherent contributions of the state.
In the case where we only have coherent light (σQ = I),
Eq. (22) reduces to
2 N
1 † −1
2N
e− j |dj | Y
e− 2 dν σQ dν Y
p
Fj =
|dj |2nj ,
Pr(n̄) =
n̄!
n̄! |σQ | j=1
j=1
(23)
as expected [21]. Depending on the squeezing and displacement levels in our state, the weights of the respective contributions vary i.e. for an almost purely squeezed
state, the first term will dominate the other terms and
for a large displacement, the last term will dominate the
photon counting probability.

P

IV.

CONSTRUCTION OF GBS WITH
SQUEEZED STATES

In this section we develop the protocol Boson sampling
from a Gaussian state. We start by describing the main
requirements for a Gaussian Boson sampling protocol,
and in subsequent sections we comment on the details of
such a protocol, including approximate GBS.
The main requirement for Fock Boson sampling protocols is the computational complexity of the underlying
matrix function, the permanent, which is in the #P complexity class. The hafnian, also in the #P-class [33], is
a more general function than the permanent, as the hafnian counts the number of perfect matchings in a general,
undirected graph whereas the permanent is restricted to
a bipartite graph. This is encapsulated in the formula


0 G
Perm(G) = Haf
.
(24)
Gt 0
where we can express the permanent of a matrix G in
terms of the hafnian [32].
Having discussed this necessary requirement for a Boson sampling problem, we proceed to construct the GBS
protocol based on squeezed states. We use squeezed
states as it is known that thermal states can be approximated in BPPNP [15, 34], a complexity class easier than
#P.

We depict the physical setup of the protocol in Fig.
3, where K single mode squeezed states enter a linear
interferometer TGBS and at the output we measure all M
modes of the system and record all photo-counts. This
choice of squeezing and linear transformation leads to
B 6= 0 and C = 0 in the overall system matrix A (see
Fig. 2). For this scheme, the matrix A is defined by
the input state and the interferometer TGBS . The single
mode squeezed states in our system are described by the
matrix
!
LM
LM
j=1 cosh rj
j=1 sinh rj
LM
S = LM
,
(25)
j=1 sinh rj
j=1 cosh rj
where rj is the squeezing parameter of the single mode squeezed states in the j-th mode and
LM
j=1 xj = diag(x1 , x2 , ...xM ), a direct sum of numbers,
yielding a diagonal matrix. Note that rj = 0, for M − K
entries, corresponds to a vacuum state input. Then, the
covariance matrix at the output of the interferometer is
given by


 †

1 TGBS
0
0
† TGBS
σ=
SS
(26)
∗
t
0 TGBS
0 TGBS
2
and A in Eq. (8) is calculated to be A = B ⊕ B∗ , with


M
M
t
B = TGBS 
tanh rj  TGBS
.
(27)
j=1

It is easy to show that the hafnian of a direct sum, as in
A, can be written as the product of the hafnians of the
two submatrices. Thus, we can simplify Eq. (12) to
P(n) = p

1
|Haf(BS )|2
|σQ |

(28)

where to construct this matrix we have restricted ourselves to the measurement outcome of nj = {0, 1} per
mode. As BS is a submatrix of AS , its construction
is obtained by keeping the intersection of the rows and
columns where a photons was measured, a single index
per photon. BS will be an even-sized matrix, as, physically, this corresponds to measuring an even number of
photons from the multimode squeezed state. The probability to measure an odd-number of photons from such
a state is always zero. Note, that in the case of odd N ,
Eq. (12) still applies, but the identity (28) is invalid.
Due to the intrinsic complexity of the hafnian the complexity of GBS in the exact case is ensured. However,
this does not guarantee the complexity for an approximate Gaussian Boson sampling protocol, which we discuss next.
A.

Complexity of displacement contributions and
multiple photons in the same mode

In this section we comment on the complexity of the
two other instances of the GBS expression, that of mul-
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tiple photons in the same mode and of the contribution
of displaced light.
As shown in the previous section, we can incorporate
the measurement result of multiple photons in the same
mode by modifying the matrix A. The extra photons can
be included by repeating the rows and columns of the
original matrix to generate an extended matrix. These
extra rows/columns do not increase the rank of the matrix A and thus do not increase the complexity of calculating the output pattern in the way that detecting a
photon in another mode would. While this method allows us to write the expression using the hafnian, a more
computationally efficient method to incorporate multiphoton events was described by Kan [35].
The complexity of measuring photons from a displaced
states is in the P complexity class, as the output state can
be written as a vector of displacement amplitudes and
the probability of photon numbers in each mode is independent of each other. This is in contrast to squeezed or
thermal states, where the complexity arises from the correlations between modes. From Eq. (22), the complexity
of the combination of squeezed and displaced light still
comes from the squeezed light (the hafnian terms) and
therefore displaced light does not increase the complexity
of the problem.

V.

APPROXIMATE GBS

In this section we present two main heuristic arguments
for approximate GBS to be in #P. The first idea is similar
to the proof of AABS [1] and uses a key result of theirs,
which is to hide the matrix we wish to sample within a
larger unitary transformation. The second is unique to
GBS, which is to use the degrees of freedom of the input
state to control the matrix we sample from, allowing us
to reduce the size of the overall unitary matrix.
Before we present the ideas of approximate GBS, we
briefly recall the main arguments of AA that approximate
AABS is a #P-hard problem. The approximate AABS
problem |GPE|2± states that given a matrix X ∈ Cn×n of
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) complex
normal entries and error bounds , δ, the estimation of the
permanent |Perm(X)|2 up to an additive error ± n! with
a success probability of 1 − δ for any possible X takes a
time polynomial in (n, 1/, 1/δ). The main requirement
that the Boson Sampling computer has to fulfil in this
instance is that it is “robust”, meaning that if a small
fraction  of all events are “badly wrong”, the remaining
1 −  results are still valid to encode the Boson Sampling
scheme.
If we suppose that an approximate Boson Sampling
computer works this way, we can use the robust encoding
to prevent a classical adversary from corrupting our sampling. The procedure to show that approximate AABS
up to an additive error is hard uses the fact that we hide
the interesting probability (i.e. the sampling of a specific
TS ) among all the other random outputs of our Boson

Sampling scheme. The solution that AA propose is to
choose the M × M -dimensional interferometer matrix T
according to the Haar measure. Then, any sufficiently
small submatrix is, in variation distance, close to a matrix whose entries are independent and identically drawn
from the complex normal distribution. This means that
the adversary will not know in which instance we are interested in and therefore cannot corrupt the result, on
average.
The sampling from such a device is random in the sense
that we cannot predict the output pattern of N photons,
even if the same input state is used. This choice fulfils the
robustness criterion and the need to hide the interesting
sampling probability in a multitude of other possible output patterns. Then, using Stockmeyer’s algorithm [36],
O
AA show that |GPE|2± is in BPPNP , where O is an oracle
for approximate AABS. If there is a classical algorithm to
simulate O then the polynomial hierarchy will collapse,
having severe consequences for the computational complexity theory.
While BPPNP is enough to claim that Boson Sampling is not classically “simple”, it remains an open
question, whether approximate AABS is indeed in
#P. Nevertheless, AA provide evidence in the form
of two conjectures, the permanents-of-gaussians conjecture, which says that estimating the permanent
up to multiplicative error GPE× is in #P. The second permanent-anti-concentration conjecture implies a
polynomial-time equivalence of the sampling up to additive error |GPE|2± and the sampling up to multiplicative
error GPE× . If these conjectures hold, this would mean
that P#P = BPPNP , unless approximate Boson Sampling
is in #P.

A.

First argument for approximate GBS

This argument follows the same (heuristic) steps of
AA. We also assume a “robust” encoding and strive to
hide the “interesting” probability among all outputs of
our Gaussian Boson Sampling computer.
In GBS, we sample a matrix of the form T ΓT † , Eq. (27)
where Γ describes the input squeezed states and T is a
unitary matrix that describes the interferometer that the
photons travel through. From the results of AA, we can
“hide” the matrix X in T and, if we choose the shape
of our input squeezed state to be Γ = IN ⊕ 0M −N , then
we can associate the “interesting outcome” with the matrix XX t . Then, analogously to |GPE|2± in AABS, one
can formulate a Gaussian Hafnian estimation problem
|GHE|2± , where the task is to estimate |Haf(XX t )|2 of a
symmetric matrix with random entries up to an additive
error.
One difference between GBS and other Boson sampling
protocols is that in the former the number of photons is
not fixed (see sections VI C & VI D below) because of
the nature of Gaussian states. We can restrict our device
to a fixed photon number at a cost polynomial in that
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number. This means we can focus on the same class of
output states in AABS. Based on these arguments and
given an approximate GBS oracle O, a combination of
Stockmeyer’s algorithm and Markov’s inequality should
O
yield that |GHE|2± is in BPPNP .
As in AA, we leave open the final proof that approximate GBS is #P hard. Yet, as we already stated in [16],
we conjecture that approximating the hafnian to a multiplicative error GHE× is in #P, i.e. a hafnian-of-gaussians
conjecture. This is a generalisation of AAs permanentof-gaussians conjecture, which we believe is justified, as
the computation of a permanent can be reduced to the
computation of a hafnian. Furthermore, we conjecture,
analogously to AA, that the two problems |GHE|2± and
GHE× are polynomial-time equivalent, which we infer
from the very similar structure of both the permanent
and the hafnian. If these two conjectures hold, then either approximate GBS is in the #P complexity class or
the polynomial hierarchy collapses.

B.

Second argument for approximate GBS

We now introduce a new perspective to devise an approximate GBS protocol, unique to our system. This
is motivated by the fact that we have additional control over our system, namely that we can alter the initial
input state by the squeezing parameters of the individual single mode squeezed states, a property which is not
present in either AABS or SBS.
In GBS the matrix that we sample from is given by
Eq. (27). This construction, if we can control both TGBS
and each rj , means that we can generate any (rescaled)
symmetric matrix B by use of the Autonne-Takagi decomposition [37]. This is a type of singular-value decomposition and factorises a complex, symmetric matrix into
a unitary matrix and a diagonal matrix of positive numbers (in the range [0, ∞].) This means we can adjust our
hafnian problem (from the previous section) to estimate
|Haf(X)|2± , the hafnian of a symmetric matrix of random
numbers from complex normal distribution (rather than
XX t ). This scheme changes the requirements for hiding
our matrix of interest. If we require X to be a matrix
of complex normal numbers, we can hide this in a larger
matrix X 0 , also of complex normal numbers, not a unitary matrix as before. We can calculate this larger matrix
using the Autonne-Takagi decomposition, which can be
done exactly with no approximations needed. This is our
‘hiding lemma’, with the remaining question is how large
does the matrix T need to be to hide a N × N submatrix within it. Here we will conjecture that it needs to
be only a linear factor of N , M = O(N ) = κN , and not
a quadratic relationship as in AABS (and our first argument for approximate GBS in the previous section). This
is because the number of potential output photon number
patterns still increases exponentially with the number of
photons and the error that the adversary adds to the device will be spread across these outcomes, as in AABS.

As before, in the previous section, we can restrict ourselves to the output states within a set of total photon
number (2N ) at only polynomial cost (as shown below).
Therefore if we want to sample from a particular ma0
t
trix X 0 , we find the
√ decomposition X = U DU and
then rescale it by 2λmax , where λmax is the maximum
singular value of X. This is because the tanh rj that
appear in the diagonal matrix of Eq. (27), can only
take values √
between [0, 1] (r ∈ [0, ∞]). The rescaled
matrix D/( 2λmax ) corresponds to the set {tanh rj },
the squeezing parameters of the initial input states and
U = TGBS , the interferometer that this state enters.
The next step is to proceed through the same analysis
as AA to show that we can bound the error between
the actual distribution and the output from our GBS
device. As the size of our state space is exponentially
large, an adversary could not corrupt enough events to
make the device fail, according to the constraint above.
We could then use the same arguments as above to show
that a classical algorithm for GBS would imply that the
polynomial hierarchy collapses to the third level.
Operating a GBS device in this regime reduces the
size of the interferometer needed, a substantial improvement in the implementation of Boson sampling experiments. The experimental challenge of this is the necessary control over the squeezing parameters of the individual squeezed input states.

VI.

FURTHER REQUIREMENTS

In the previous section, we outlined our arguments that
the approximate GBS problem is also in the #P complexity class. However, there are several aspects unique
to GBS that must be satisfied to guarantee that the sampling is also complex. We now comment on those, as well
as on optimal experimental parameters.

A.

Number of single mode squeezed states

For permanents and hafnians it is known that the matrix rank determines the complexity of the computation
[35, 38]. The rank of the matrix that we sample in GBS,
Eq. (27), is determined by the number of independent
single mode squeezed states. This means that if we want
to sample N photons, then we have to pump at least
K = N input modes with single mode squeezed states to
saturate the complexity. Therefore, we require K ≥ N
single mode squeezed states at the input of the interferometer. Note that this assumes we are working towards
the approximate GBS in the first regime. The second
regime will require all modes to be pumped with different squeezing parameters to exactly sample the correct
matrix.
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Dilute sampling

In Sec. III and Sec. IV we required that we measure
only nj = {0, 1} in each output mode to avoid the repetition of rows and columns in the BS matrix. The reason is
that these ‘repeated’ photons do not increase the rank of
the sampled matrix, and thus the complexity of the Boson sampling problem [35]. Therefore, we have to show
that the probability to measure more than one photon in
an output mode can be made sufficiently small.
Consider N single mode squeezed states at the input,
each with a mean number of 1 photon (sinh2 r = 1).
Then, if we consider an interferometer of size M = N 2
that is balanced (all entries are of similar size), we have
at the output, a mean number of N1 photons per mode.
This is due to the interferometer distributing all photons
equally on average among the output modes, which a
Haar random unitary can provide due to the intrinsic
randomness of the Haar measure. If we now examine a
single output mode of such a system and trace over all
other modes, we obtain, approximately, a thermal state
with a mean photon number hni ≈ N1 . As a rule-ofthumb guide to the concentration of photons within the
setup, we calculate the ratio between the probability of
two-or-more photo-counts versus the probability of one
photo-count for a single-mode thermal state,
P∞

nj ≥2

Pr(nj )

Pr(nj = 1)

=

1
.
N

(29)

Due to this finite, but low, probability to measure two
or more photon events in the same output mode, we require photon number resolution for our detectors. Yet, as
the higher order coincidences have a very low probability
of occurring, a low photon number resolving capability
is enough to faithfully exclude higher order events in a
single channel. This is the same requirement that SBS
has in the heralding part of the scheme.
A similar analysis for the case in the second argument
of approximate GBS, where n̄ = 1/κ, yields that the
above ratio is also 1/κ. This means that the number of
modes to photon number must be sufficiently large to
ensure the former ratio is low enough to satisfy dilute
boson sampling requirement.
C.

Valid GBS events

0.05

0

5

(30)

where pj is the probability of a particular pattern and
CN = M
N is the number of possible patterns of N single
photons in M modes. We discard configurations with
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ν, number of Photon Pair Events

FIG. 4. Probabilities to generate ν photon pair events from
K = 15 single mode squeezed states with a squeezing parameter of r = 0.8814. The modal number of this distribution is
coloured red.

more
than one photon in any output mode and thus
P
p
< 1.
j
j
As we use Gaussian states, the number of photons N
within the setup is not fixed, but is a distribution of
even photon numbers, in the range [0, ∞) (in the case of
purely squeezed states with no loss). The mean photon
number is finite and in a following section we will discuss
how to optimise experimental parameters to maximise a
given photon number. Therefore in GBS we sample from
photon pattern families with different total number of
photons N ,
{{p0 = |σQ |}0 , {p1 , p2 , ..., pC2 }2 ,
...., {p1 , p2 , ..., pC2N }2N , ...}
(31)
= {{P0 }, {P2 }, ..., {P2N }, ...}
P∞
with N =0 {P2N } = 1.
As with AABS we must discard events with more than
one photon per mode. In addition to this, we also discard
events with more photons than is allowed by the size of
the interferometer and the regime we are operating
√ in (see
sections V A and V B). This means that N < O( M ) for
GBS in regime 1 and N < O(M ) for regime 2 in order
for our conditions for approximate sampling to hold.
D.

In Fock Boson sampling experiments, such as AABS,
a fixed number of photons enter and exit the linear interferometer T. That means that these experiments sample
from the family of photon patterns with N photons {PN }
{p1 , p2 , ...pCN }N = {PN } ,

0.1

P K=15(ν)

B.

Photon number distribution

Given that squeezed states, and Gaussian states in general, produce a distribution of photon numbers and not
a definitive number, we now describe that distribution
and explain how to maximise the probability of the desired number of photons. We examine the probability
distribution to generate ν photon pair events (N = 2ν
photons, as squeezed states can only produce an even
number of photons). The following analysis again assumes we are working in the first regime of approximate
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GBS (the analysis of the second regime is more complicated). This probability to generate 2ν photons from K
single mode squeezed states with identical squeezing parameter, from any combination of squeezers, is given by
the negative binomial distribution [39],

...

SMSS

(32)

where Γ(x) is the Gamma function.
The mean
number of photons is K sinh2 r and the modal
number of photons (most common number) is
nmodal = 2b(K/2 − 1) sinh2 (r)c. An example of this
distribution is shown in Fig. 4 for K = 15 single
mode squeezed states with equal squeezing parameters,
rj = r = 0.8814. With this choice of parameter, the
mean photon number per squeezer is hnGBS i = 1 and
the modal number, highlighted in red, is 6 photon pair
events (or 12 photons).
In an experimental setup it will be necessary to optimise the squeezing parameter to generate the desired
number of photons. This photon number is dependent
on the size of the interferometer, and the number of
input single mode squeezed states, which will be given
by experimental resources. In principle, we can operate
our GBS experiments where the number of single mode
squeezed states is in the range ν ≤ K ≤ M .
If we assume that we are only interested in a specific
number of photons 2ν, we set the squeezing parameter of
all the single mode squeezed states to ensure that this is
the modal number of the distribution (meaning that 2ν is
the most probable number of photons to be created). For
K = 2ν single mode squeezed
states, mathematical anal√
ysis leads to r = ln(1 + 2) for large ν, which means that
each squeezer has a mean photon number hni = 1. If we
have K = 4ν 2 single mode squeezed states, which
p means
a source at every input mode, then r ≈ ln(1 + 1/2ν) to
set the modal number of photons to 2ν.
E.

SMSS

SMSS

...



ν + K/2 − 1
PK (2ν) =
sechK (r)tanh2ν (r)
ν
Γ(ν + K/2)
sechK (r)tanh2ν (r) ,
=
Γ(K/2)ν!

SMSS

...

SMSS
SMSS

FIG. 5. SBS is a special case of GBS. 2M single mode
squeezed states (SMSS) enter an array of phase shifters UPS
and beam splitters UBS to transform them to two mode
squeezed states, which are required in SBS. Then, one half
of the photons is directly routed to a detection unit to generate the heralding pattern h̄SBS , while the other half enters
the interferometer TSBS and generates the sampling pattern
n̄SBS . The dashed blue box enframes the corresponding GBS
interferometer.

increase compared to SBS (a network of size N 2 is considered).

VII.

In this section we now demonstrate the relationship
between SBS and GBS, by describing the SBS setup in
terms of GBS and can formally show the connection between the two protocols by using the relationship between
the permanent and the hafnian.
Figure 5 shows a typical SBS setup. On the left of
the figure, we have 2M (identical) single mode squeezed
states, which are then combined, pairwise, at an array
of phase-shifters, UPS , and beamsplitters, UBS , that are
described by the two unitary transformations

Computation time of hafnian relative to
permanent


UPS =

The main aim of Boson sampling protocols is to generate a state that a classical computer cannot simulate
in reasonable time, therefore the relative computational
time of the permanent and the hafnian is important. The
permanent of an N × N matrix can be calculated in
O(N 2N ) steps, whereas the Hafnian can be calculated in
O(2N/2 ) steps [40]. This means that in order to achieve a
comparable runtime, GBS has to sample twice the number of photons as other Boson sampling schemes. This
however is not a problem, as we already obtain this factor
of 2 by eliminating the heralding. This requirement also
has implications for the size of the interferometer necessary, which in the worst case scenario is 4N 2 , a constant

RELATIONSHIP TO SBS


1 0
0 i

UBS

1
=√
2




1 1
.
−1 1

(33)

This transformation creates the initial M two-mode
squeezed states necessary for SBS. One mode of each
two-mode squeezed state is sent directly to a set of detectors (i.e. transformed by the identity 1M ), where the
detection of a photon heralds the presence of the other
photon from the photon-pair. This photon then enters
the corresponding input mode of a Haar random interferometer TSBS , with dimension M , and at the output we
measure all modes to detect the position of the photons.
This yields two photon patterns at the output, n̄ for the
sampled photons and h̄ for the herald photons.
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As the input state is dependent upon the herald pattern, the probability to measure a specific pattern from
an SBS experiment is actually a conditional probability,
Pr(n|h). We can relate this to a joint probability using
Bayes’ theorem. This joint probability, to measure the
combined pattern n̄ ∩ h̄, is exactly the probability which
we obtain when we consider this specific setup as a GBS
experiment,
PrSBS (n) = Pr(n|h) =

PrGBS (n ∩ h)
.
Pr(h)

(34)

The denominator in Eq. (34) is then the probability to
generate the heralding pattern, which, due to the identity
transformation in the herald arm, is simply the probability to generate the total number of photons that h̄ represents. We can therefore interpret SBS as a specialised
GBS experiment that samples from an interferometer of
a very specific shape,
TGBS = IM ⊕ TSBS ×

M
M

UBSj UPSj .

where âj denotes the M herald modes and b̂j are the M
sampling modes. The probability for a valid GBS event
in this interpretation is given by
PrGBS (n ∩ h) =

We can use Eq. (24) to express the hafnian in terms of
the permanent
Haf(AS ) = Haf(BS )Haf(BS∗ )
= tanh2N (r)Perm(TS )Perm(TS∗ )
2N

= tanh

j=1

|Perm(TS )|2
Perm(TS )Perm(TS∗ )
=
,
n! h!
n! h!
(36)
where TS is the submatrix that is constructed from the
input and output position of the photons. Note that the
input position of the photons is given by the pattern,
h̄. To map this probability to our GBS experiments, we
have to express the SBS protocol in terms of covariance
matrices. The Gaussian output state after the SBS interferometer has the covariance matrix
PrSBS (n|h) =

1
†
∗
∗
(I⊕TSBS ⊕I⊕TSBS
)STM STM
(I⊕TSBS ⊕I⊕TSBS
)† ,
2
(37)
where


0M
sinh(r) IM
cosh(r) I2M


sinh(r) IM
0M

STM = 


0M
sinh(r) IM
cosh(r) I2M
sinh(r) IM
0M
(38)
which encodes the operation of the two mode squeezers
(the black bars are for better clarity of the four blocks).
The order of the modes is
σ=

[â1 , ...âM , b̂1 , ..., b̂M , â†1 , ...â†M , b̂†1 , ..., b̂†M ],

(39)

(40)

p
|σQ | = cosh2M (r) for M two mode squeezed
with
states. The matrix AS has a simple form and is given by


0 TS† 0 0

 ∗
0 0 0
T
AS = −tanh(r)  S
 = BS ⊕ BS∗ . (41)
 0 0 0 TSt 
0 0 TS 0

(35)

A more formal proof of this connection between SBS
and GBS can be given by using the relationship between the permanent and the hafnian. We begin with
the SBS experiment, where, for simplicity, all M twomode squeezed states have equal squeezing parameter r
and the generated photons then enter the interferometer
IM ⊕ TSBS . The probability to measure a the sampling
pattern n̄ given a herald pattern h̄ is

Haf(AS )
p
,
n! h! |σQ |

(42)

2

(r)|Perm(TS )| .

We finally arrive at
PrGBS (n ∩ h) =

sech2M (r)tanh2N (r)|Perm(TS )|2
n! h!

(43)

and
Pr(h) = sech2M (r) tanh2N (r)

(44)

Combining equations (43) and (44) and comparing to
(36), we can see that
PrGBS (n ∩ h)
|Perm(TS )|2
=
= PrSBS (n|h) ,
Pr(h)
n! h!

(45)

as expected. This demonstrates how SBS can be considered as a subset of all possible GBS experiments.
This viewpoint also illustrates why we are allowed to
retain multiple photons from the same squeezer. In GBS,
we use a coherent superposition 4 over all (even) photon
number states. Our ignorance of the input state in the
Fock basis allows us to use ‘paths’ where all the photons come from the same squeezer, without being able
to distinguish these events from the ones where the photons come from different squeezers. Contrarily, in SBS,
the herald detectors collapse our input state to a specific
one, giving us exact knowledge of this state in the Fock
basis.

4

Note that there is no phase relation between single photons, while
GBS, in contrast to AABS and SBS, relies on coherent superpositions of photon numbers and thus phase control of the input
states is required.
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RATE OF PHOTON GENERATION
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In this section we describe one of the main advantages
that GBS has in an experimental implementation, the
rate of photon generation. We then compare the GBS
scheme to existing Boson sampling implementations.

log(Pgen)

A.

0

-2

Resource efficiency compared to single photon
schemes

-1
-2

-3

log(Pgen)

VIII.

-4

-3
-4
-5
-6
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In section VI D we discussed the probability to generate ν photon pair events from the K ≥ 2ν single mode
squeezed states to saturate the complexity of the GBS
scheme (Eq. (32)). In this section we compare how this
probability scales in comparison to existing Boson sampling schemes with probabilistic single photon inputs.
PFBS protocols generate their single photon input
states with a limited number of K two-mode squeezers,
where SBS as a special case with N 2 two-mode squeezers.
The probability to generate ν photon pair events from K
two mode squeezed states and equal squeezing parameter
r, is given by the binomial distribution [12]
 
K
sech2K (r)tanh2ν (r) .
PrK,PFBS (ν) =
ν

(46)

The ratio of this and Eq. (32) to generate ν photon pairs
from K two mode squeezed states for PFBS, and 2K single mode squeezed states for GBS (as a fair comparison)
is (for the same squeezing parameter r)
  
−1
K
K +ν−1
ν
ν
K!(K − 1)!
=
(K − ν)!(K + ν − 1)!

ν
K −ν
=
lim
.
N →∞,K>ν
K −1

PrPFBS (ν)
=
PrGBS (ν)

(47)

This ratio scales exponentially in favour of GBS, with
an improvement of roughly ν ν . We can explain this behaviour by the all the possible ways to generate ν photon
pairs in total in each protocol. While PFBS is restricted
to a single photon pair event per squeezer, GBS is not
hindered by this restriction and can use multiple photon pairs from the same squeezers, signified by the extra
term (ν − 1) in the binomial factor. In the special case of
SBS with N 2 squeezers, this number converges to Euler’s
number e.
However, we also note that in GBS we do not have to
implement ν 2 squeezers at the input to saturate the complexity of the sampling problem, but only 2ν. Therefore,
compared to SBS, we can save a quadratic factor in the
number of squeezers.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of single photon efficiency for different
Boson Sampling approaches. The first three lines represent
the current state of the art with solid state sources [9–11].
In comparison, we plot the scaling performance of SBS [12]
and GBS and an almost optimal deterministic source with
90% efficiency. Even for this high value, GBS (K = N 2 ) is
advantageous for more than ≈ 25 photons and SBS for more
than ≈ 35 photons.

B.

Comparison to current sources

To compare the GBS approach with existing protocols,
we plot the probabilities to obtain N photons from different types of sources in figure 6. We first compare the single photon efficiency p = pgen pextr , which we define as the
product of the generation probability, pgen , and the extraction probability, pextr , of state-of-the-art solid state
sources from He et al. [10] (dashed blue line, p = 0.247),
Loredo et al. [11] (blue dash-dotted line, p = 0.14) and
Wang et al. [9] (densely dashed blue line, p = 0.284)
where for the latter we use the efficiency of the demultiplexer implemented to inject photons in different inputs
of the boson sampler (pdem =0.845) as an additional factor for the single photon efficiency p = 0.337pdem . All of
these approaches converge exponentially to zero for high
N and only differ in their single photon success probability. The green dash-dotted line shows the theoretical
SBS scaling to higher photon numbers (proportional to
√1 )5 .
N
Finally, we plot the theoretical scaling of our GBS protocol for K = N 2 sources with the green, solid line.

5

The experimental implementation of [41] does not use as many
photon pair sources as the number of modes (9- and 13- mode
unitaries with K = 6 photon pair sources), for this reason we do
not report a scaling of their approach
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We observe the e-fold improvement towards the SBS
schemes and the expected √1N scaling. For comparison,
we also show the scaling behaviour of an almost perfect single photon source with 90% generation probability (grey dashed line). Even in this case, the polynomial
scaling of the Gaussian protocols allows for better generation probabilities in the high photon number regime;
the break-even point for GBS is around 25 photons, while
the one for SBS is higher with 35 photons. As the ”interesting” regime for Boson Sampling experiments begins around N = 50 − 100 photons [1, 7, 8], Gaussian
protocols are more likely to reach the required photon
numbers with reasonable generation rates. Indeed, this
break-even point can already be reached with existing
sources of parametric down-conversion [42, 43].

IX.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have demonstrated how to use the full
nature of squeezed states to construct a Boson sampling
protocol and extended our results and analysis from [16].
First, we derived a new expression for the probability to
measure a specific photon sampling pattern from a general Gaussian state, which depends upon the hafnian, a
matrix function more general than the permanent. Our
work in this paper extends this formula to include displacements contributions, so that all Gaussian states are
covered, and we also discussed how to include higher order detection events into our formalism. Following this
we discuss a Boson sampling protocol, using squeezed
states entering a linear interferometer, which is based on
the fact that to calculate the hafnian is a #P problem.
We then propose arguments why approximate sampling
from Gaussian states is also a #P problem and explained
the various requirements for the complexity in GBS to
be satisfied. Furthermore, we related our protocol to the
most general protocol up to date SBS, and showed that it
is only a restricted subset of our GBS scheme. Finally, we
compared the theoretical generation probability of GBS
with the actual generation rates of current experiments,
showing the promise of sampling squeezed states instead
of single photons.
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